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VILLA LES CAMÉLIAS

23

17, avenue Raymond Gramaglia, 06320 Cap d’Ail
• 04 93 98 36 57
• www.villalescamelias.com
• April–October: Sunday 10am–4pm, Tuesday and Thursday 9:30am–
12:30pm and 2pm–6pm; December–March: Sunday 10am–4pm, Tuesday and Thursday 10am–12pm and 1:30pm–4:30pm
• Group visits by appointment only (days and times can be arranged)

T

“

he Villa Les Camélias is located in the
maze of little roads and paths that wind
A revealing
around the slopes of Cap d’Ail. In 2014
chapter
the family that founded this seaside resort
about
life
on the
created a museum within the villa so that they
French
Riviera
could tell the fascinating story of the town.
At garden level, photos and other exhibits
immortalise the lives of the people who lived in Cap d’Ail: their leisure time,
parties etc. Most of the locals were Italian émigrés, but the international
gentry wintered here too, followed by many personalities from the world
of arts and literature, such as André Malraux (who stayed at the Villa Les
Camélias), Colette, Sacha Guitry, Greta Garbo, Winston Churchill, and many
others.
The villa reveals all about the social mix that has been the hallmark of
the town’s short history. Cap d’Ail became a commune in 1908 following
the construction of a railway station, a post office and a number of roads
providing access for the new arrivals. The museum tells us about the town’s
“hôtels de passe” (short-stay brothels), the main one being the “Loup Blanc”
(Known to Everybody), which says a lot about how discrete this place was!
Services were paid for using tokens stamped “bon pour le paradis”, meaning
“ticket to paradise” (see box below).
The high point of the visit is the demonstration of a player piano, fully
functioning and in perfect condition. It plays all by itself when perforated
sheets are fed into it, provided you pedal to drive the mechanism.
The upper levels house an outstanding permanent collection of paintings,
drawings and enamels by the Basque painter Ramiro Arrue.

“IF MONACO PISSES US OFF, WE’LL BLOCKADE IT”
When General de Gaulle came to Cap d’Ail to affirm France’s determination in
the event of Monaco’s persistent defiance over which country should control
the audiovisual media, he threatened to blockade the Principality of Monaco.
He declared, “If Monaco pisses us off, we’ll blockade it, nothing easier, all you
need is two no entry signs, one at Cap d’Ail, the other at the Menton turn-off.”
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Tokens for “maisons de tolérance” (licensed brothels) go back to Ancient
Rome, where they were used as currency in exchange for sexual favours;
it was actually forbidden to take coins bearing an effigy of the emperor into
such places of depravity. The tradition continued to apply in order to prevent
money being circulated in brothels. Clients would obtain a token from the
“taulière” (the madam in charge) and, the service having been provided, the
“guest” would hand over the faux currency in settlement.
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monaco, menton and surroundings
monaco

FOLON’S STUDIO

26

8, Quai Antoine Ier, 98000 Monaco
• + 377 93 50 06 10
• www.fondationfolon.be/atelierfolon • atelierfolon@monaco.mc
• Individual guided tours, booking required: Tuesday and first Saturday of
each month 2pm–5pm (min. 5 adults, max. 15 persons)
• Guided tours for groups, booking required: Weekdays 2pm–5pm (max. 15
persons)
• Art workshop, booking required: First Thursday of each month 2pm–5:30pm
(materials provided)

Photos: © Atelier de Folon
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“

ean-Michel Folon’s studio in Monaco
“I have
has been open for visits since 2017.
only tried
The outstanding artist is famous in
to illustrate
particular for creating the opening and clomy
dreams,
sing sequences for French TV channel 2, in
which men with hats are flying to Michel
hoping that
Colombier’s mesmerising soundtrack.
others will
Located in a former industrial building
hang
their own
overlooking Port Hercule, the studio
was made available to the painter by the
on them.”
Principality of Monaco; he would work there
until his death in 2005. Although it has now been converted into a spacious
gallery, the site has preserved part of its original layout. Included on display
along with his brushes and colour palette is Folon’s workbench. You may
even set out on the master’s trail by joining an art workshop and exploring
his favourite techniques, such as watercolour or collage.
The artist, born in Belgium in 1943, amazed an entire generation with his
ethereal paintings and the unmatched style of his animations. This is how
Jean-Michel Folon, as popular as he was impossible to categorise, described
his work:
“Basically, I am neither a painter, nor a cartoon or poster artist, nor a
writer, nor an etcher. My work is neither abstract nor figurative. I am not
part of any school. I do
not aim to be featured
in art history. I have invented nothing − I owe
everything to everyone.
I have no understanding
of my images and everyone is free to understand them as they wish
to. I have only tried to
illustrate my dreams,
hoping that others will
hang their own on them.”
SECRET FRENCH RIVIERA
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nice

NICE’S ARCHAEOLOGICAL CRYPT

6

Place Jacques Toja, 06300 Nice
• 04 92 00 41 90
• Wednesday, Friday and Saturday: 2pm, 3pm and 4pm, closed on public
holidays.
• Buy tickets at Centre du Patrimoine (14, rue Jules Gilly), Monday–
Thursday 9am–5pm, Friday 9am–3:45pm

“

W

hen work began on Line 1 of Nice’s
tram, no one expected to find under
the ground part of the medieval and
Renaissance fortifications that once enclosed
the city. The site was immediately protected

© Ville de Nice

Under
the rails,
the ramparts

and isolated under a concrete slab in order to preserve the discovery while
the work continued. It was thus that on the Place Jacques Toja a spectacular
hydraulic shutter was installed to allow access to 2,000 square metres of
vestiges.
The underground guided tour leads to one of the most important of the
city’s gates − Porte Pairolière, defended by a typical tower − then goes on to
reveal the various ramparts. The era in which each section of the fortifications
was built has been determined by studying the materials that were used and
the defence techniques that were applied.
Farther on stands the ancient aqueduct (still in good condition) used by the
Turks to take the city by surprise. Farther still lies a lake born of the nearby
Paillon River. In the past this coastal river, now covered, was where bugadières
(washerwomen) went to carry out their tedious chore. Visitors will hear the
echo of their voices during their underground stroll.
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THE STATUE OF LIBERTY
91, Quai des États-Unis, 06300 Nice

T

“

7

he Statue of Liberty was erected in FeA
bruary 2014 − appropriately on the Quai
preliminary
des États-Unis (“U.S. Embankment”) −
mock-up of
having been acquired by the city for 110,000
the
New York
euros in 2012.
The work is made of bronze and signed
statue
by the hand of Frédéric-Auguste Bartholdi,
but at a mere 1.3-metre-high it is smaller than the one in New York. It is one
of the preliminary maquettes used by the French sculptor while creating the
definitive 46 metre-high version.
A plaque on the base of the work reads: “This statue, one metre thirty high with
a further two metres added by the plinth it stands on, looks proudly towards
the horizon across Nice’s Baie des Anges. Behind it is the Nice Opera House.”
COPIES OF THE STATUE OF LIBERTY IN FRANCE
There are at least nine copies of the Statue of Liberty in France, including the one
in Nice. Two are in Paris (the Luxembourg Gardens and on the Île aux Cygnes).
Others are in Roybon in the Isère département, Barentin near Rouen (it appears
in Gérard Oury’s The Brain, starring Bourvil and Jean-Paul Belmondo), Poitiers
(in the Place de la Liberté), Colmar, Lunel and Saint-Cyr-sur-Mer.

© Ville de Nice

The original Statue of Liberty in New York was designed by FrédéricAuguste Bartholdi; its interior metal framework was created by Gustave
Eiffel. It was given as a gift by France (or more accurately by French private
subscription) in 1886. The statue is actually hollow with a “skin” of riveted
copper sheets. It symbolises “Liberty Enlightening the World”.
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THE FINGERS ON CHARLES FÉLIX
OF SAVOY’S STATUE
Place Guynemer, 06300 Nice

T

“

8

he statue of Charles Félix of Savoy that
Why are
dominates the port of Nice was erected
the fingers on
in 1828 and is based on a drawing by
the statue of
Paul-Émile Barberi. Charles Félix is clad in
th
Charles Félix
16 -century dress, and if you look closely
you will notice that a number of his fingers
broken?
are broken.
Charles Félix of Savoy, known as Le bien-aimé (The Beloved), was born in
Turin on 6 April 1765 and died in the same city on 27 April 1831. He was King
of Sardinia and Duke of Savoy from 1821 to 1831.
The statue was erected by Nice businessmen in recognition of the
sovereign’s decision to grant a commercial franchise to the city’s port, which
marked the beginning of a period of great prosperity.
When King Victor-Emmanuel II abolished the status of free port
that the town had enjoyed,
rioters attacked the statue.
On the basis that it stood
as a symbol of promises
not kept, they broke several
of its fingers, notably the
index finger pointing towards the port, because
it was an embodiment of
the new Italian sovereign’s
treasonous act.
NEARBY
THE REMAINS OF THE NICE FORCED LABOUR PRISON

9

Quai d’Entrecasteaux,
06300 Nice

In 1770 the Duchy of Savoy began excavations for the construction of Port
Lympia in Nice (the modern commercial port). In
order to house an unpaid workforce, a prison (bagne)
that would be able to hold up to two hundred convicts,
mainly army deserters, was built at the same time.
All that remains now of this establishment is a long,
narrow stone building and some of its doors.
The ‘bagne’ remained in use for nearly a hundred years
before it was transformed into barracks (La Caserne
Lympie). Today it is occupied by the maritime services
of the Council of the Alpes Maritimes département.
SECRET FRENCH RIVIERA
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THE MAN-MADE ROCK IN THE RUE
DU ROCHER

17

A cul-de-sac off the Boulevard Gambetta, 06000 Nice

A

“

t the end of the appropriately named
A forgotten
Rue du Rocher (Rock Street) a huge
relic of the
block prevents any attempt to go
International
further. You would be forgiven for thinking
Exhibition of 1884
it was a natural obstacle spared from massive
urbanisation, but that is not the case; this rock
is artificial. It has blocked the road since 1883,
when Nice was getting ready for the International Exhibition that would take
place the following year.
A virgin space on a hill in the northwest of the city, with only a few
scattered farms and aristocratic dwellings, was earmarked as the location
for the exhibition. The hill was levelled off to create a flat area and enormous
concrete ‘rocks’, such as the one in Rue du Rocher, were poured to support it.
The Vésubie was diverted to feed a prodigious waterfall, and an immense
double flight staircase provided access to the exhibition, which opened its
doors on 6 January 1884.
The event came to an end on 16 May the same year. The glass and steel
structures built for the occasion were destroyed, but not those made of
concrete. This explains how the Rue du Rocher came into being.
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THE PILOUDROME

22

The Route Forestière (forest road) on Mont-Boron
• Bus: Number 14 (Alberti to Mont-Boron), opposite the Piloudrome stop

• Note that there is no car park nearby and it is forbidden to park on the
side of the narrow road

T

“

he Piloudrome is the only official pilou
The only
“stadium” – the only space dedicated
permanent place
exclusively to this game so typical of
designated for
Nice. Elsewhere it is practiced informally
playing pilou
using temporary pitches, which are sometimes
marked out using chalk.
Pilou is played on a pitch consisting of four squares, in each of which a
circle is marked. The pilou itself was originally an interwar 25 centime coin
that had a hole in the middle, through which a piece of cloth, paper or plastic
was threaded, forming a kind of shuttlecock. There being a scarcity of coins
with holes in, people have since had to resort to various DIY substitutes.
The game is played by two or (preferably) four people. The aim is to get the
pilou into one of your opponents’ circles. First it is “served” with the hand,
after which it can only be
moved by a lower limb – a
foot, a knee or a thigh.
Pilou has enjoyed several
periods of popularity, during
which the game has taken
over whole areas of Nice and
inland villages. Incidentally,
the game is currently coming back into fashion.

The Alfred Hitchcock film To Catch a Thief, released in 1955, takes place on
the French Riviera. It shows two policemen playing pilou during a stakeout.

OTHER PLACES IN NICE WHERE PILOU IS PLAYED
• Voilier Plage: 55, Promenade des Anglais, where Nissa Pilou is located
• HiBeach : 50, Promenade des Anglais
The world championships of pilou take place in the village of Coaraze in the
hinterland of Nice.
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around nice
roubion

DOOR PAINTINGS IN THE VILLAGE OF
ROUBION

29

06420 Roubion
• sophiebraganti.wordpress.com
• facebook.com/sophiebraganti

R

“

oubion, a hamlet thousands of years
One door
old perched at an altitude of 2,488
per year ...
metres, is a feast to behold. It is delightful to stroll in the exquisite French
Riviera sunlight down its alleys, with their ancestral homes and fountains
(including the so-called “sheep fountain”); to enter the vaulted passages, to
walk along what is left of the ramparts, and above all, to admire the painted
doors adorning the village.
Imelda Bassanello, an Italian plastic artist settled in Savona (Liguria), has
been taking an annual break here for many years. As she simply can’t be
still, she has decided to repaint the village doors, one per each of her stays.
Bassanello has been visiting since 1990, which tells us how many doors she
has decorated so far.
The motifs on the doors have not been chosen randomly. They often depict
part of the home’s history, that of the family that lived or is still living within.

ROUBION’S FADA
Standing out among the doors, visitors will notice one of the façades on the
street of the town hall. Here lives the man the villagers call the Fada*, who
embellishes his home with unexpected, ever-changing frescoes. The walls
are covered with erratic writing recording various events, enigmatic lists, or
abstract graffiti on a black or red background.
To learn more, go to the website of Sophie Braganti (see above), a writer and
art critic who since 2013 has been photographing this ephemeral “artwork”.
Regarding the mysterious artist, Braganti believes “this is more about
discovering an artist in the class of Facteur Cheval than about a social dropout. His engravings, paintings and installations evolve, as do his whims,
directly on the walls of his home. They give the village the appearance of a
singular open-air art museum.”
* The original meaning of fada in Provençal and in the Nice dialect is “inhabited by fairies”.
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fréjus, saint-raphaël, grasse and surroundings
montauroux

SAINT-BARTHÉLÉMY CHAPEL

15

On the castel esplanade, 83440 Montauroux
• 04 94 47 75 90
• montauroux@paysdefayence.com
• To visit, contact the intercommunal tourist office for the Fayence area
at Place du Clos, 83440 Montauroux

A

“

lthough built upon the ruins of the
A
fortress that was destroyed by the Duke spectacular church
of Épernon (governor of Provence
covered from
1586–1588 and 1589–1594), it is not its extefloor to vault with
rior that gives a special charm to this church
(built 1633–1638 by the confraternity of the
paintings on wood
White Penitents). It is actually the interior
of the building that captivates, with its walls
and barrel vault completely covered with paintings on wood, the work of
unknown 17th century local artists. The explanation for this unusual form of
decoration lies in the fact that Montauroux is surrounded with forests. The
craftsmen and artists of the town developed their expertise through working
with wood as opposed to mastering the technique of painting frescoes on
whitewashed walls.
The subject matter of the paintings, which alternates between scenes
of religious life and other more worldly depictions, initially takes you by
surprise, but it is clear that the artists knew how to produce an overall effect
of homogeneity. This in turn makes the chapel a spectacular backdrop for
the gilded wooden altar and the magnificent 1748 retable behind it. Notice
in particular on the ceiling at the centre of the building, the very beautiful
depiction of the wedding of the Virgin to Saint Joseph.
The chapel changed hands several times after the Revolution. At one time it
belonged to Christian Dior, who had bought the Château de la Colle Noire to
which it was attached. The well-known couturier made a gift of it to the town
in 1953. Since 1958 it has been classified as an Historic Monument.
AN OLD MONTAUROUX CUSTOM
A fa maï de mau qué Parnoun (He has done more harm than Épernon).
Every year on Saint Bartholomew’s day (24 August) the older people of
Montauroux make an effigy of the Duke of Épernon, a governor of Provence
who the people of Montauroux hated with a vengeance. He had laid siege to
the village, hanged all who had defended it, and demolished its fortress. The
effigy is then concealed in one of the houses in the village and the children
must then go looking for it. Accompanied by villagers dressed as soldiers
of the time, they go from door to door demanding that the duke be handed
over to them. Once he is found, he is hanged then burned in the square to
the sound of boos from the villagers dressed in Renaissance garb.
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in and around draguignan
draguigan

MUSÉE DE LA JUSTICE

2, montée de l’Horloge, 83510 Draguignan
• Wednesday and Saturday, 2pm–6pm

B

16

“

uilt in 1846 in the shadow of the clock
A Museum
tower, the Executioner’s House was
of Justice in what
home to the “Timbers of Justice” (the
was once the old
guillotine), as well as the “Implementer of
Executioner’s
Judicial Executions” and his family. More
than 120 executions were conducted right on
House
his doorstep before the practice was moved to
Paris and the building was no longer required for this purpose.
The Scientific and Archaeological Studies Society of Draguignan and the
Var worked hard to preserve this historic building, turning it into the Justice
Museum, a rare one of its kind in France.
The collection includes an old prison door, the altar from the chapel of
the Toulon bagne (hard labour prison), instruments of restraint, stamped
bricks from the Cayenne bagne, and police records describing crime scenes,
as well as a horrifying collection of torture implements. These implements
were regularly used in the Middle Ages and during the Ancien Régime. The
question préparatoire was used to obtain confessions from suspects, while
the purpose of the question préalable was to extract the names of accomplices
from the prisoner just before execution. One of the most frequently used
techniques involved immersing the shackled prisoner in water until he
submitted.
The lightest punishment was to be put on public display in the pillory
or restrained by an iron collar, but public beatings were also frequent.
Individuals were whipped until they bled (through flesh cuts or amputation).
As for the death penalty, it could be carried out in a number of different ways,
such as drowning, hanging, beheading, or burning at the stake.

NEARBY
THE BUNKER OF THE FORMER HÔTEL BERTIN

17

15, boulevard Foch, 83510 Draguignan

The three doors on the front of the Hôtel Bertin did not all lead straight
inside the former establishment. The coach entrance, above which is written
“ENTRÉE DES VOITURES” (CARRIAGE ENTRANCE), leads to a car park
with a surprise − it still contains the impressive remains of a former bunker.
To date nobody has managed to totally demolish it, for technical as well as
financial reasons.
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